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Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) causes illness and death worldwide. It is characterized by destruction of the walls of tiny air sacs in the
lungs—known as emphysema—and a decline in lung ...
Emphysema research narrows in on FCHSD1 protein
Researchers in the United States have demonstrated early and persistent B cell abnormalities in patients with moderate or severe coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) that may be largely driven by ...
Oxygen therapy may improve hypoxia-induced B cell abnormalities in COVID-19
Researchers from TMDU and Osaka University have found that a protein called FCHSD1 is involved in the development of emphysema, which is destruction of
the tiny air sacs in the lungs, and is a ...
A breath of fresh air for emphysema research
Scientists from Ohio State University developed a novel method for delivering gene therapy to specific regions of the brain and tested it in children
with a rare neurodegenerative disorder called AADC ...
Gene therapy delivered to the brain shows promise in children with rare neurodegenerative disease
But a cancer vaccine made by GlaxoSmithKline targeting MAGE-A3 had previously failed to move the needle in melanoma and lung cancer in late-stage
testing. For the new study, the Icahn team probed ...
Could this gene that GSK failed to target in the past be key for treating liver cancer?
The "TCR-based Therapies Market by Target Indications, Target Antigens, Key Players and Key Geographies, Industry Trends and Global Forecasts,
2021-2030" report has been added to ...
TCR-based Therapies Market Research Report 2021
A new study by researchers at Kyoto University's Institute for Integrated Cell-Material Sciences (iCeMS) and collaborators in Japan and the United
States demonstrates that enhancing radiation therapy ...
Destroying Cancer Cells by Enhancing Radiation Therapy
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According to the report, the global cold laser therapy market was valued at ~US$ 94 Mn in 2018 ... over 18 are anticipated to have doctor-diagnosed
arthritis by 2030. A research paper published in ...
Business Research of Cold Laser Therapy Report and Forecast by 2027
As a minimally invasive method for cancer therapy at precise locations, NIR-induced photothermal therapy (PTT) has drawn extensively attention. The
therapeutic mechanism is the use of photothermal ...
Scientists discover nanoclusters effective for cancer in the second near-infrared synergy therapy
The benefits of the ketogenic diet as a treatment for epilepsy have been proved time and time again during its first century. Throughout that period,
Johns Hopkins Medicine has been one of the ...
Ketogenic Diet Therapy for Epilepsy — a Century of Leadership by Johns Hopkins Medicine
Therapists are meant to help people change their lives, but those who behave badly may end up doing more harm than good ...
‘It was devastating’: what happens when therapy makes things worse?
Ivermectin, effective against pests like worms and headlice, has been promoted by some as a COVID-19 therapy after a preprint showing its effectiveness
was published in November on the Research Square ...
Preprint Endorsing Ivermectin As COVID-19 Therapy Has So Many Flaws It May Be Fraudulent
"Updates on this study were also recently presented at the American Society of Clinical Oncology annual meeting, which occurred after our paper ...
research into a clinical individualized therapy ...
Researchers study potential new CAR-T cell therapy for multiple myeloma
Scientific findings in this lesser-studied area of genomics could lead to new approaches in fighting three classes of diseases: cancer, autoimmune
disorders and neurological conditions.
CMU-Q researchers publish review on new possibilities in cancer therapy
I was doing something positive for the first time in a long, long time, and it changed my outlook.” The concept of a reward for sobriety — known as
contingency management — lies at the heart of many ...
Therapy that pays meth users to abstain backed by California lawmakers in face of federal regulatory roadblock
The global Cell And Gene Therapy Manufacturing market size was valued at US$ 16.1 billion in 2020 and is anticipated to grow at a CAGR of 20.10% during
forecast period 2021 to 2030. An exponential ...
Cell And Gene Therapy Manufacturing Market Revenue Outlook, CAGR and Forecast 2021-2030
A recent research paper by an expert at the All India Institute ... It can be used as an effective adjunct therapy in treating rheumatoid arthritis in
adults.’ The study supports the use of ...
Yoga Could be Used as an Adjunct Therapy for Arthritis
The research has examined how natural substances can influence brain cancers, with the work leading to three papers: ‘Natural Compounds in Glioblastoma
Therapy: Preclinical Insights, Mechanistic ...
WCM-Q student publishes three research papers in two years
Jesse Owens was just 17 when he decided to devote his life to gene therapy research. Now the youngest full-time faculty member at John A. Burns School
of Medicine’s Institute for Biogenesis ...
Big Island’s Owens gets $2.3M grant for genetic therapy research
Devereaux, now an incoming Clarkson Doctor of Physical Therapy graduate student, and Associate Professor of Physical Therapy Ali Boolani were co-authors
of the paper "Predictors of ... the experience ...
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